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Design Brief: Part 1
School: Chaparral Middle School
State:New Mexico
Division: Middle School
Team Members’ Names: David Garcia, Jessica Lara, Alessandro Marentes, Josue Salais
Project Title: Readers should have a glimpse at what the project is about and want to read
more. (25 word maximum)
Saving homes in Chaparral, New Mexico with a Smart Fire Alarm(SFA).

Project Purpose: In one or two sentences explain what this project intends to do. (50 word
maximum)
Our goal is to make an affordable smart-monitored fire alarm for low-income communities
such as our own (Chaparral, NM). Our product's objective is to reduce the fire department’s
response time by immediately alerting the homeowner and fire department, since mobile
homes burn 2.5 times faster than regular homes.
Abstract: Briefly describe the people who will benefit from the project and the challenges
they face. Include any inequity that the project hopes to address. (100 Words Maximum)
Every year, people in Chaparral, NM lose their homes to fires. Chaparral has a population of
14,437 people, the average income in our community is $18,166 yearly. Over 70% of the
homes in Chaparral are mobile homes. Most mobile homes don’t include built-in
heating/cooling systems so our client, Samantha Portillo, purchased space heaters (one of the
top causes for fires). Another problem is a lot of people don’t have properly working fire
alarms. Purchasing monitored fire alarm systems costs too much. The major inequity being
that Chaparral only has a volunteer fire department, delaying the response time.
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User Research: Discuss key information about the users gathered through your research,
interviews, and ongoing discussion with the user throughout the project. What did you learn
about the user and the barriers they face? (200 word maximum)
Key information that we gathered included the most common reasons why fires happen in the
first place. Through our research, we found the most common reasons fires happen are because
of the lack of maintenance on heating equipment. Faulty wiring, low maintenance equipment,
and fireplaces are different ways a fire could occur in a mobile home. All of these items can
cause a fire in a matter of seconds. We also found that about 70% of our community's homes
are mobile homes. Furthermore, we researched victims of mobile home fires within the
community, homeowners whose houses were burnt down were left with nothing. Something
else that we researched was the arrival time of the fire department to the scene because they
were not immediately contacted, the fire spread and caused major damage to homes. The
aftermath of the Chaparral fire in April 2021 left six families and the local bakery affected by
the fire. Kathy Johnson, a homeowner whose house burnt down, was left with nothing. She
lost pets in the fire and now has to live with her friend nearby. We hope to prevent another
situation like Kathy’s with our alarm so no further damage is done.
User Insight: Discuss your team’s understanding of the experiences, emotions, and
motivations of the users. This insight should inform the rest of the project and help the reader
have a deeper understanding of the inequity of the user. What did you learn about how the
barriers affect the user? (200 word maximum)
One person who lives in a mobile home in our community is Samantha Portillo. Samantha’s
mobile home was manufactured in 1958. While it did pass safety inspections, she is still
uncomfortable as she always has the fear of a fire starting and having nothing left afterward.
The wiring of the house is a factor of her fear as she makes sure everything in the house is
unplugged or off before leaving somewhere. Samantha will also make sure to only use her
space heaters when she is around to monitor them. For example, she would unplug a charger
after her phone is done charging. Additionally, her neighbors regularly will burn trash outside
their homes that have nearby shrubs and flammable objects. With the possibility of a fire
starting, the dead shrubs could possibly spread a fire to her house, burning down her house and
other houses involved. Something like this has already happened in our community. The lack
of an official fire department in our community adds to her fear as she could lose everything
before firefighters get to the scene. All of these reasons are why our team would like to solve
the inequality of slow fire response times.
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User Needs: Develop a specific list of the user’s needs produced from the user insight. What
does the user want to help them with the barrier? (100 word maximum)
1. Our client needs to contact the Fire Department immediately after a fire starts.
2. Our client wants an app in which she can monitor her house for a gas leak,
temperature, and a fire. She'd also like a notification sent to her phone if one of these
threats is detected.
3. Our client needs our product to be simple and user friendly.
4. Our product is designed for low-income communities such as Chaparral, therefore, we
want our product to be as cost-effective as possible so it is accessible to everyone in
the community.
Project Goals: List project goals and describe how they are linked to and will adequately meet
the user’s needs and address inequities and/or barriers faced by the user. What do you want the
project to do to help the user? (100 word maximum)
1. Safety: There have been many mobile home fires in our community, because of this we
want to make an alarm that is extremely effective, reliable and promotes peace of mind
for the user.
2. Cost-efficiency: Our goal is to allow low-income families to feel safe in their homes.
So we want to make our product as cost-efficient as possible.
3. Reduced Fire Department Response Time: Our fire department is volunteer based
therefore, they have a higher response time. We want our product to alert the fire
department as fast as possible so they can prevent major damage to Samantha's home.
Key Features of Design: List key features, illustrating that the design will adequately meet
project goals. How will the project help the user? (200 word maximum)
The Smart Fire Alarm (SFA) achieves our project goals as it includes the following features
from Samantha’s suggestions and needs:
(Meeting Goal 1)
● Warning LED and Buzzer: Samantha wanted the device to be hearing and visual
impaired friendly. To achieve that, we placed a red LED and a buzzer on the alarm to
signal once the alarm detects a fire or gas leak.
● Attachable Box: Samantha asked for our alarm to be box-shaped, this design allows the
fire alarm to be attached to the ceiling above a space heater with minimal effort.
(Meeting Goal 2)
● Reliable and Inexpensive Sensors: A temperature sensor to detect temperature and
better identify fires. A gas sensor to detect gas levels and identify gas leaks. An IR
flame sensor to detect flames.
● Free Blynk App Monitor: Alerts Samantha on her phone by sending out a notification
to her phone and the fire department with the Blynk app. Samantha can also check the
temperature and gas levels while she is away.
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(Meeting Goal 3)
● WiFi Component: Time is dire during a fire, the sooner the Fire Department is notified
of the fire, the sooner the fire gets extinguished.
Impact: Discuss how design addresses inequities for the user and/or removes barriers. Input
from users should be included. Does the project help the user? How? (200 word maximum)
Our design solves the inequity in our community because the Smart Fire Alarm reduces the
response time from the volunteer fire department. SFA contacts the homeowner and fire
department immediately once the fire is detected. Many people have lost their homes because
of slow response time from the volunteer fire department. SFA will change this and allow our
community to feel safer. Our product is not just a fire alarm. It’s a smoke, fire, and gas detector
all in one. The Smart Fire Alarm doesn’t cost the user money to be powered, the solar powered
battery used can be charged with any type of light in the room it’s located. The user can easily
place the Smart Fire Alarm on their ceiling, preferably in the area where their space heater is
located. They download the free Blynk app, connect the app to the Smart Fire Alarm and they
are done. Our product is significantly more affordable than other monitored fire alarm systems
which can cost over $900, while our product only costs $47.99. The low cost and usability of
SFA brings equity to our community and all the other communities with volunteer fire
departments.
Status of Project: Describe the current status of the project, including feedback from users,
and discuss potential next steps. What does the project do now? What would you like to work
on in the future? (200 word maximum)
The current status of our product is that it’s ready to be utilized by the community. SFA uses
three sensors, those being the flame, gas and temperature sensors, which it uses to determine if
there is a fire or gas leak and notifies the user and fire department using the Blynk phone app.
After talking to our client Samantha about our product, she was really happy with the product
as we met her needs and incorporated her ideas into the product. We also showed our local fire
department the current state of SFA and they really liked our product because they could see
how this would contact them faster and help them prevent major damage to homes in the
community. Our next steps are adding more temperature sensors to connect around the house,
giving a more controlled temperature reading of the client’s house. We also plan on adding a
method of extinguishing fires to our product. Additionally, we would like to make a
community chat within the Blynk app so that the people in the community can be notified if
there is a fire nearby and evacuate their home.
Reflection: Show that the team has an increased understanding of human-centered design.
Examples of personal growth and insights gained about designing for others and helping them
overcome challenges should also be included. What did you learn during this project? (200
word maximum)
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When working on this project, we have learned how to better identify inequities in our
community. Additionally, we learned that people in our community are in danger of losing
their homes due to the high risk mobile homes they live in and slow response time. Not having
somewhere to live is something no one should ever experience.Working on this project has
taught us about the problems around communities, including how important it is to solve the
inequities around the world. Designing a product based on our user’s needs helped us better
understand the human centered-design approach. This helped us design our product based on
the community's needs. This experience has taught us how to listen and design for others
needs. For example, we reached out to the fire department and someone from our community
(Samantha) with a mobile home to give suggestions for our product based on their needs.
Based on their input we created SFA. Engineering is not designing for yourself, it’s designing
for the better life of others. Our team hopes our design helps the community as we enjoy
helping people and hope we can make a difference in the world.
Prototype Graphic: A single graphic with key features adequately labeled. It should be easy
to understand and the reader should have a general understanding of how the prototype
functions by looking at the graphic.
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